Register Now
An inspiring day of dialogue, keynotes & roundtable / panel discussions, with experts, practitioners, negotiators, scholars & leaders sharing knowledge on key global themes:
2. Scaling-up National & Regional Climate Legal Frameworks for Action — Effective Climate Governance, Ecosystems-Based and Human Rights Responses, Human Mobility & Climate Justice
3. Local & Global Interlinkages & Engagement — Climate in Regimes on Oceans, Biodiversity, Ozone, Civil Aviation, Trade & Investment, Peace & Security

Register now through Eventbrite to secure your place!

To join the CLGI, host/sponsor events &/or share climate law & governance knowledge / innovations to implement the UNFCCC Paris Agreement, please contact the CLGI Secretariat at climatelawgovernance@cisdl.org.

Symposium during UNFCCC COP25
6 December 2019
Autonomous University of Madrid Faculty of Law, 1 Calle Kelsen, 28049 Madrid, Spain

The Climate Law & Governance Initiative Secretariat is based in the University of Cambridge in the UK (CEENRG), McGill University in Canada (CISDL), the University of Chile in Chile (CDA) & the University of Nairobi in Kenya (CASELAP), led by a Programme Committee from a consortium of partners & expert advisors.

WITH SPECIAL RECOGNITION TO OUR CLGD SESSION HOSTS: